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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Entrex’s TIGRcub® Licensees provide 12.08%* Annualized Yield through July 
 

Boca Raton, Fl. September 12, 2017:  Entrex announces today that its TIGRcub® licensees, who sold 

their patented and tradable** revenue-enhanced debt security to investors, have provided an annualized 

yield of 12.08%* this calendar year to date. These TIGRcubs® (Top-line Income-Generating Rights 

certificates) were  issued by companies in industries ranging from medical supply distribution to real 

estate.  

Entrex licenses its patented TIGRcub® securitization process to cash-flowing companies with $5-250 

million annual revenue. For investors, the TIGRcub® simplifies investing in this sector, while providing 

the potential for both monthly base yield and additional yield through participation in revenue. In other 

words, while there is not a guarantee of future performance, revenue growth from these TIGRcub® 

issuing companies would translate into increased yield* to TIGRcub® investors. 

Entrex anticipates additional TIGRcub® offerings in 2017, with the mission to create a vibrant capital 

market system and trading platform for issuing companies and investors. 

 “Entrex’s TIGRcub® investors helped provide us the capital our company needed to grow. Our 

Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Small Business, or SDVOSB, designation gives us an 

advantage with government procurement agencies, opening a massive market for our dental and 

medical products. However, we needed capital to fulfill this demand. Investors hearing our story 

have welcomed the TIGRcub® structure, which provides a monthly base yield with increased yield 

from revenues—while saving us and investors the valuation and liquidity complexities of a private 

company equity offering.”  Chris Cooley, CEO of Webco Medical and Dental Supplies Inc., Florida. 

 

*The annualized average rate of return is based on TIGRcubs® issued since January 2017. An investor should not rely on past 

performance as an indication of future performance. TIGRcub® values and returns will fluctuate. Investing in TIGRcubs® is 

subject to various risks that should be taken into consideration, such as (but not limited to) market risk, liquidity risk, and risk of 

default. This press release is not intended as a solicitation or offer to sell TIGRcubs®.  

 

**TIGRcubs® are private securities, tradable leveraging the tØ.com blockchain technology, subject to federal, state and local 

regulations. They are not traded publicly and are subject to holding period requirements prior to secondary trading. They are not 

intended for investors who need a liquid investment.  
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